
Welcome to Bishop Bridgeman 
Primary School

Nursery Class



Here are the lovely grown ups in Nursery.

Mrs
Munshi

Mrs
Little

Mrs
Khan



Writing Area
You can choose pens, pencils, rulers, felt tips to make marks. You 

can write stories, invitations or draw pictures. 



Role Play Area
Role play is an exciting and fun activity, which stretches children’s imagination and enriches their 

creativity. It gives children the chance to concoct their own imaginative recipes and explore different pretend 
ingredients. They enjoy experimenting with the various pretend utensils and appliances to create 

imaginative scenarios, either mimicking actions of adults they have seen or formulating their own uses for 
the objects they use.



Small World Area
Small world play refers to imaginative play with ‘small’ toys, encouraging children to use their imaginations 

and create both everyday and fantasy worlds in familiar surroundings.
It involves processes including active learning and imitation, and allows children to communicate knowledge 

about life and the world around them in a safe, contained environment.



Reading Area
The more children experience books the more they will gain the interest and 

passion for them. Reading offers so much more than just quiet time in a 
cosy corner. It helps to develop spelling, listening, writing, literacy and social skills.



Investigation Area
Enjoy weighing, measuring, sorting, ordering, exploring shapes, classifying, 
counting and recognising numerals in our mathematics investigation area. 



Paint Area
Get messy in our painting area creating your own masterpieces for our ‘Art 

Gallery’



Music Zone 
Explore a range of musical instruments and create and experiment making 

your own instrument. 



Challenge Areas



Mud Kitchen
Splosh about with water, build with wet sand, dig in the dirt, 

plant flowers, hunt for minibeasts and get creative with natural 
materials. It’s the best place for messy and sensory play.



Snack area/Breakfast 
available from 8.30-8.55 everyday



Water Zone

Our Water zone provides rich and 
valuable early childhood 
experiences to develop 

children's creativity and 
imagination. It helps children 

develop eye-hand coordination 
and math and science concepts. It 

also enhances social skills and 
encourages cooperation.


